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PREFACE

The Sea Grant Colleges rogram was eaed
stimulate research, instruction, nd xte
marine resources of the Uniltted State. I t
Program was established at the Un12vrsit of i i

The outs tanding success b the Lad G..ran Coleg
gram, which in 100 years has brought the United States to its
current superior position in agricultural production, was
basis for the Sea Grant concept. This concept has the ob-
jectives: to promote excellence in education and trang,
research, and information services in the University i.
plines that relate to the sea. The successful accomplishmn
of these objectives will result in material contributions to
marine oriented industries and will, in addition, protect and
preserve the environment for the enjoyment of all people

With these objectives, this series of Sea GrantTel
Bulletins is intended to convey useful research information to
the marine communities interested in resource developmentqu....
without the delay involved in formal publication.

While the responsibility for administration of the .....
Grant Program rests with the Department of Commerce, the repon-
sibility for financing the program is shared eualybyf
industrial and University of Miami contributis.Thi
Abundance of Youn Sciaenid Fis Et

Florida in Relation to Season andotherVariabeispu
as a part of the Sea Grant Program. Graduate eseac
was provided through a National Defense Education Act.Fellw
and Bureau of Commercial Fisheries contracts.

- -*-
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INTRODUCTION

UJJLZ r11 eiic±y LI lti ± 511 IdUud oi tvergaes ational

Park has received little attention see Clark, 1970, unpub-

lished) Tho =1 or'ro fish fauna has been almost completely

neglected, even for those species which have been studied

intensively.

the young of

Stewart (1961, unpublished

the spotted seatrout,

tried to collect

Cynoscion nebulosus.

without success and Yokel (1966, unpublished sought larval

red drum, Sciaenops ocellata, capturing only 9 specimens.

Roessler (1967, unpublished)caught 99 postlarval spotted

seatrout.

a part of

changes

The present study has been conducted to identify

larval fish fauna in the Park

of abundance in response to changes in

and to study

season

variations in environmental conditions.

The larvae of relatively few fish have been identi-

fied (Berry, in press) sio the present study has been limited

to the larvae of one important family , the Sciaenidae.

This group of fishes

the Gulf of Mexico

support

Gunter,

the third

1967)

largest fishery in

and two species, Cvnoscion

nebulosus and Sciaenops ocellata, are among th

after sport fish in Everglades National Park (

Higman, 1967). Most adult sciaenids spawn out

ariesbutusuaIly not far from them (Pearson,

Hildebrand and Cable, 1934; Miles, 1950, unpub

1

Le most

Rouse

sought-

and

side the estu-

1929

lished, 1951,

~
,,,,, Llr. ~L, ~?, L rr

rria +oswa+

I f



unpublished

remain

The you

there for vario

ng migrate into the estu

us periods of time. The

are necessary for the survival of the young or most sclaenids

(Pearson, 1929; Myers 1960)

Although

mortality is

studies

highest during

on some fishes

early life

have

stages

shown

(Marr 1O 7JA.
-J. , %,'.,

Farris 1960 ; Pearcy, 1962b) the ecology of larval fishes

is, in general, poorly known. The ecological data available

for larval sciaenids has been generated primarily in con-

nection with taxonomic studie Pearson 1929)

Hildebrand and Cable , 1934) found that young sciaenids

live in estuaries. Hildebrand and Cable so found that

sciaenid

surfa

Miles

trout

larvae

Pearson

1950,

are more common near the bottom than at the

1941)

unpublished)

, Cynoscion nebulosus,

observed

reported

live

the same distribution.

that young

in beds

spotted sea-

the sea gra

Ruppi a maritima.

lected larval

not report

Arnold

sciaenids

, Wheeler,

Texas

their data by individual

and Baxter

lagoon, bu

species s

(1960 col-

t they did

o that tripe

ature

applie

identi

Evergl

abunda

and ph

and salinity information they collected cannot be

d to any particular species.

The objectives of the present study were (1) to

fy the larval sciaends which enter the estuaries of.

ades National Park, (2) to record their seasonal

nce, (3) to investigate the relation between catch

ysical variables, of the three most a undant pecie

' "



and (4) to investigate the diel variation in catch of the

spotted seatrout, Cynoscion nebulosus.



TERMINOLOGY

The terminology used in this paper follows Berry

(in press

Larva--from hatching to completion of
the adult complement rays
mined by their staining red

Juvenile--from the end
mencement of the adult

in alizarin).

formation of

the larval

stage.

as deter-

to the com-

Adult--beginning with the
maturity

attainment of sexual

4

in all fins
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PROCEDURES

The fish used

and associates during

in this study were

a postlarval

collected by Roessler

pink shrimp sampling pro-

gram. Collection methods are reported in detail by Roessler

and Rehrer in press) are summarized below.

Area of Collection

Samples were

National Park,

taken at

one in Buttonwo

two sites

od Canal

in the

and the

Everglades

other near

the mouth of the Little Shark River (Figure Each station

is located in a tidal pass through whic

enroute to their nursery grounds within

h young fish move

the estuary

this study, however, only the samples from Little Shark

r were used because there the catches were larger and

fish were younger.

The Little Shark River is a

which connects Ovyster Bay and t

Tidal cufents are mixed semi-daily

greatly affected by wind (Tabb and D

.At the sampling station the
is about 100 m wide and 3-5 m de
scoured by tidal currents; it ha
algal growth. The banks are ste
mostly of peat deposits.

5

channel

he Gulf

(Marmer

ubrow,

Lit

ep.

about 6.5 km

of Mexico.

1954 are

1962)

,tle Shark River

The bottom is

s some sponge and
ep, and are composed



ir

Figure 1.--Map of Whitewater Bay, Florida, showing

location of Little Shark River sampling station

:"

i
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Sampling Gear

The primary sampling gear was one meter plankl
nte w +h 71 much mvInn na++4nn pneh not+ ma

equipped with a flow meter attached to the middle
of the frame by elastic cords, The cod end of the
net was attached to a plastic ring tapped to receive
a half gallon specimen jar. Two nets were fished,
one near the surface and one about 0.5 m off the bot-
tom. The bottom net was weighted with lead tied
about 0.5 mfrom the frame (Roessler and Rehrer, in
press).

Sampling Procedure

Samples were collected on flood tides which occurred

between the end of nautical twilight in the evening and th

beginning of nautical twilight in the morning (U.S. Naval

Observatory, 1966, 1967), except during July 1967 when

stations were sampled hourly for 24 hours on each moon

v% S -

At.At each station an anchor and buoy were fixedin the middle of the canal. At slack low water,
temperature and salinity samples were taken f rom a
boat tied to the buoy. Temperature was read to thnearest 0.10 Celsius. Salinity samples were taken
at the surface in plastic bottles and returned to
the laboratories where they were read with an opti
cal refractometer. The readings were recorded to
the nea rest 0.1 parts per thousand (pt) but theyshould not be considered more accurate than 0.5 ppA tide staff permanently fixed in positioh was reac
to give the depth of the canal.

Surface and bottom water velocity readings wer
made with mechanical flow meters before and aftereach p ankton tow. The surface meter was held sothat it was approximately 0.5 m below the surfae
The bottom meter was wei ghted>o that when the lead.
ouched bottom the meter s approxat wen e lea.

from the substrate, Both meters were equipped wit
vanes which held the meter intero the urrentd wit

"""' "' "" "' " ' ''' ''' ''' '' "

'"

- ,,,,
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I.... for shrimp the vessel was
o.. d......... when both engines regis

.0. rpm..the.nets w...ere. lowered. The bot

.are.s first to prevent crossing of
warps.both .nets were in the water
was started and the nets were towed for 1

freed
tered
tom net

a timer
0 min-

utes. In the middle of the tow a salinity sample
Was taken and the water temperature recorded.

After returning to the buoy and anchoring, the
nets were washed and the plankton was preserved
in 10% formalin.

A the beginning of the experiments
were taken at 45-60 minute intervals th

samples
roughout

the flood tide. Later, when it had been deter-
mined that [shrimp] catches were roughly propor-
ional to the velocity, sampli
that period of the tide before
yelocity (Roessler and Rehrer,

For the samples used in this study

ng was reduced to
the maximum tidal

in press).

all tows were

the latter technique except that:

In July-August 1967 a series of 24-hour stations
were occupied. The sampling procedure was identi-
cal wi thhe above methods except that samples
were taken hourly for a full 24 hours regardless
of.ti"dal conditions .(Roessler and Rehrer, in press).

9Dun4 spring and summer, tows were made on all major

moon phases( 3 das), whereas during winter, tows were made

oy onnew agd.l *moon. phases (t 3 days). This was done

be auseshrmp ae mos abundant during the summer, and be-

cause h were generrally highest on new moons and lowest

nul mons o that by using the combined new and full moon

catches an average monthly immigration index was obtained"

( o ssr .I .Reher, in press).

Proessing Procedures

SThe samples were taken to the laboratory. The staff

15

taken by



of the shrimp project separated postla

the fishes from the samples. I separated the sciaenidsr

from the other fishes and put them in 40% isopropyl alcohol

for storage.

Identification of Larval Sciaenids

Larval fishes are difficult to identify. Berry (in

press) has discussed problems encountered in studying larval

fishes and has evaluated the techniques most commonly used.

The methods used to identify larvae in this study follow

Berry's outline. He stressed the importance of knowing ti

faunal composition of an area before trying to identify the

larvae, so a lis t and descriptions of sciaenids occurring in

Florida, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Caribbean Sea were col-

lected (see Meek and Hildebrand, 1925; Briggs, 1958; Lowe,

1966). Sciaenids are well-known taxonomically (Robins and

Tabb, 1965) so there is little chance of undescribed species

being caught. There are two undescribed species of ParE

living in Florida (Dr. R. V. Miller, personal communica

but since this genus is restricted to reefs (Myers, 196C

it probably does not occur in the brackish areas of the

Park.

Irwin (personal communication) is reviewing th

Menticirrhus on a world-wide basis and has found that th

minkfish, M. focaliger, is not a valid species lnal

changes in meristic characters of the northern kinfishnoth r k-"F" 1

- ------ ---
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(1952) de
Msaaii aused Ginsburg (1952) to de

tions in the Gulf of Mexico as a new speci
-es

For Atlantic and Gulf coast sciaenids most

larvae have been described and the descriptions are

rate. Descriptions and drawings found in Kuntz

of the

accu-

1914)

Welsh and Breder 1924), Pearson (1929 1941 and Hildebrand

and Cable (1930 , 1934) were useful for identifying young

sciaenids during this study SOther useful references

pertaining more to juveniles and adults, were Jordan and

Eigenmann (1889), Jordan and Evermann (1898) Ginsburg

iC , Moffett (1957). Guest and Gunter (1958). Robins

and Tabb (1965), and x-ray records from the files of the

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries.

Specimens of nearby all sciaenids which occur in

Florida's waters were cleared and stained by the trypsin-

alizarin red technique (Taylor, 1967) in case internal

characters were necessary to identify fishes.

Preserved specimens were obtained from the Tropical

Atlantic Biological Laboratory, of the Bureau of Commer-

cial Fisheries , but the smallest fish available in those

collections was about 6 mm. To facilitate identification

of all the fish, a reference collection, consisting of a

size-sequence of larvae and small juveniles, was compiled

for each species in the samples (see Figures 17 through 24

for diagrams of selected specimens ). This collection was

.d Y .by..ien.if..yi g a fish which had its full complement

Vn. .

.scribe popula-

.

es.



of rays and then identifying progressively smaller

by comparison with larger ones. Pigment pattern and gene

ones could not be considered dependable.

The genus Menticirrhus presented the only serious

taxonomic problem: meristic counts do not clearly separat
h 

iltie nree species found in Florida SX-ray studies

1953; Sutherland, 1958)

no internal differences

, young northern kingfish, i

tinguished from the other

ave one more anal fin ray

distinctive (Hildebrand

n be quite variable within

ever, which caused some

3e individuals identified

identified.
" ii i iiiii

see Bonham and Bayliff

and clearing and stainir

for these three species.

Menticirrhus saxatilis,

ig revealed

Normally

can be dis

two species because they usually h

and because their pigmentation is

and Cable,

a species a

difficulty.

1934) Pigmentation car

Ind during ontogeny

am certain that

as M. saxatilis have been

Southern kingfish _M.

littoralis,

correctly

americ

can be separated eas

scales have formed and the pectoral

complete. The few individuals

characters were useful were M

anus and Gulf kingfi
S

ily only after chest

fin ray formation is

ge enough so that the

ricanus. For smaller

Y shape were the only

nall as 6 mm SL, diag

ns were avaBilable,

mentation (see.id

lar

. ame

individuals pigment pattern and bod

useful characters.

descriptions,

For fishes

preserved specime

are differences in fin and belly pici iiiil ! i iv 
p i

technique

_ i j

shape were the most useful cha racters when mn ri a ti n

--

i

(f or

rAr~L L

i



and C e, 1) betwee n these two species at 9 mm SL

9.mmfihha. the color pattern of M. americanus and

maintaied fish as small as 4 mm. The caudal fin

specimen~esembled that of M. littoralis

13

it wasMy

it was

of

Figure 21

Idetifications rlsnes smaler tnan 4 mm SL must

be considered tentative.

described M.

Hildebrand and Cable (1934

americanus as small

) have

as 1.7 mm and Welsh and

Breder (1924) have described M. saxatilis from hatching to

2,8 mm, By using a size-series

below 4 mm SL were M. saxatilis

, I concluded that no fishes

Th lenrn 1nrkndn. lI
* *h'.; 4 .04.RE V 0E .. ttUtt L . I

americanus described by Hildebrand and Cable,

those authors did not have complete size-series

but since

of both

M. ameri canus and M. littoralis, their work cannot be con-

sidered

young M.

defin

Young

litt

itive.

M.

oral

americanus enter estuaries readily whereas

is rarely do. the latter beina restricted
- - -- ~a -.

almost completely to the shallows on the

the beach (Hildebrand and Cable, 1934; Gun

and Yerger, 1956; Springer and Woodburn, 1

1963; Mc~ar.and 1963) The fish in these

caught entering an estuary, which suggests

~+.m ricanU s

seaward side of

ter

960

; Joseph

Bearden

samples were

that they are

Measurement Procedures
Ai

av4a fish are easily damaged and bent out of sha

drin colng a preserving. Fish with only slightly

pe

r r1~1. I II

- ~ ~ ~ -----

I ..



arched backs, or with lateral bends, were measured and

counted, but more seriously damaged fish were just counted.

Laterally bent fish were flattened before measuring by

holding them tightly against the bottom of the viewing

vessel with a pair of flexible forceps. Fish which were

too badly damaged to be identified were neither measured

nor counted.

Measurements were made with an ocular micrometer

and the lengths were recorded to the nearest half-millimeter.

Types of Measurements

Larval fish lack hypural bones at hatching, but

develop them as they grow. For the sciaenids studied, the

bones may have formed when a fish was as small as 2.5 mm

or as large as 4.5 mm; they formed most commonly when the

fish was between 3.0 and 3.5 mm SL. Consequently, two

types of measurement, notochord length and standard length,

were employed. They are defined following Berry (in press):

Standard length--from the snout tip, through the
horizontal body axis, to the end of median bones atthe caudal base (the hypural bones) (SL).

Notochord length--from the snout tip to the tip ofthe notochord prior to its dorsal flexion and
afterwards to a perpendicular of the horizontal
body axis through the tip of the upturned noto-
chord (NL).

These two measurements are superior to total length or fork
length because of frequent damage to fins of larval fishes
and because of allometric growth of the caudal fin.
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The SL measurement is not precise until horizontal

alignment of the median hypural bones is completed,

can be

Figure

approximated once the hypural elements begin

2). If the hypural bones were not properly

but it

to form

alligned,

the standa dle gth was measured to the division between

upper and lowe sets of bones (Figure 2). This division

soetimes difficult to find; if a notch existed between

the dorsal and ventral sets of hypural bones,

but if no notch was present and the hypural b

ficiently developed to distinguish individual

this was used

ones were suf-

ones,

measurement was taken to the point

dorsal bone of the Ventral series

bone of the dorsal series met

the division located simply by

where

and the

(Figure

the small

large, most ventral

no case was

counting elements one

series,1 because opaque tissue could easily obscure one or

more of them.

Since the two measurements are not the same nto-

chord length is larger) and since the mean length of the

fish in each sample was to be calculated, it v

to adjdst notohord length to standard length.

,as necessary

The method

chosen was a regression analysis, because the resulting

equati ns. be used to adjust the.NL measurements

mathematically. This technique is artificial, but it is

are realistic than assuming that the two measurements are

equivalent or measuring all fish below a predetermined size

to.Nand al fish above that size to SL.

i

II



Figure 2.--Diagramatic larva (Thunnus albacares) id

Figure 2.--Diagramatic larva (Thunnus albacares) Inc

reference features for measurements of specimen lengths.

caudal bones not formed. (B) Mid-larval stage with caudalCaua o es not fo me . - rvaa w r .....
elements forming and notochord flexing. (C) Late larval
stage with caudal elements formed and notochord completely
flexed (Figure 1 from Berry and Richards, in press).

Early larval staoe w+h nn+nrhnrA e+ .....-

-fr
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Figure 3.--Location of the division between dorsal and

ventral sets of hypural bones (arrow)

-------------------

crua .avin u a . mm specimen of Bairdiellachrysura.
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Fifty fish ranging in size from 2.55 m

SL were chosen from each of three samples: sil

Bairdiella chrysura, collected during June 196

1967, and spotted seatrout, Cynoscion nebulosus

during June, 1966. Both NL and SL measurements

on each fish, and regression equations were cal

the three subsamples (Table i).

TABLE 1

EQUATIONS FOR THE REGRESSIONS OF NL ON SL
(CN6 = Cynoscion nebulosus caught on

June 5, 1966; BC2 = Bairdiella
chrysura caught on February 27

1967; and BC6 = B. chrysura
caught on June 21, 1966)

Symbol Regression Eqt

CN6 
NL = 0.5727 + 0.9

BC2 
NL = 0.7294 + O.E

BC6 
NL = 0.4054 + 0.9

The analysis of covariance showed (1) th

gression line is not suitable for all the data,

not all slopes are equal, and (3) that the adjus

are not all equal.
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Tt uflabilty one line F =53.92*

.Test fo... r equalI ty of slopes F= 4.73+

Test f or equality o adjusted means F = 98.02*

A: comparson of the slopes and intercepts of

sia equations for Bairdiela chrvsura showe

significant seasonal differences in the NL:S

t (Slop )

t (intercept)

the two regres-

d that there were

L ratio.

= 2.93**

= 10.25**

Therefore, fish which had been measured to notochord length

were not used in the analysis dealing with mean size.

cause knowledge about Cynoscion nebulosus was limited,

correction factor was not applied to the

young of this species either.

Analytical Procedures

Because there was a shortage of bottles during the

study, the samplesi i i~ i collected during one night often had to
i ! !

be combined into a single jar
A -,

a result the catch data

for each night had to be combined i

the salinities and temperatures had
-,

n a si

to be

milar manner and

averaged for each

night, thus iit in the study to comparisons among sam-~~.................ng ..

plng tripThe only exception to this was the data used

Significant at 95 per cent level of significance.

**Significant at the 99 per cent level of signifi-
can e.

newly-hatched



to study diel movements of larvae into the estua

the integrity of individual samples was maintain

The data from nighttime, flood-tide samp

summarized for each species in three ways: (1)

frequency summary; (2) a summation of catch for

(or night); and (3) a mean size calculation. Fo

frequency calculation, if two samples were taken

12 days apart, they were combined and henceforth

as collected on the first sampling date. All sub

pairs of samples collected less than 12 days apar

treated similarly (Table 4). Fish measured using

chord lenath wro Lo+ ^ __
-.F - b jdt separa e rrom tnose measurs

standard length.

mary. T

a single

he total

night,

No damaged

catch is the

including dama

calculated after deleting all

length and damaged fishes. F

~2S. D.

uLn were used in th5

number of fish caug

'ged ones. Mean size

fish measured to not

Ir each trip a mean s

ach fish was tested

dard deviation units

were discarded and

m r

were calculated and e

length was within two stan

mean. Fish outside this range

and standard deviation were ca

repeated until

within &

specimens u

of the mean.

vents one or a few unusually
S;

sed in the calculati

This was done becausi

arge or small specim
dominating a calculation.

Iculated. a orflrr

j

Ctrl . =

oi



ome parameters were not measured

When thIs occurred, th e fish caught were e

for every

23

sample.

liminated from

the total catch summary and from the mean size calculation.

Also, when either a surface or bottom tow was mis sing from

a paired-sple, thea )ared-samle, the other half of the pair was removed too.

Occasionally, however , the other sample had been combin ed

with its analogues from other tows in order to conserve

bottles There was no way to remove this half the pair

from the data without eliminating an entire n

Since this did not occur when catches were at

peaks, the data were used and no compensation

the missing sample.

During the 24-hour study the velocity

ight' samples

or near their

was made for

cur-

rent was measured, and

tide was given, depend

flow.

a design

ing upon

Soeimtimes currents noted

ation of flood,

the direction o

as slack were

ebb or slack

f current

accompanied

by a current velocity (Tables 11-14).

current velocity for the 24-hour study

When graphing the

(Figure 15

such "slack" currents were placed on the graph so that they

yielded the smoothest

.. :Ax**

curve.

Catch and EffortSelectiOn

Roessler and Rehrer (in press)have discussed their

selection of catchn for a measure of effort. Because of

the ~sal numbers of fish caught, catch/ 0

as.. a fotme.asure for this study.

I:

00 m3 was chosen

r ,: ii i
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spawning Time of Adults and Seasonal
Abundance of Larvae

During this study three types of data wez

which indicate spawning time: the length-frequer

bution, the percentage of larvae measured to note

length, and the number of larvae caught. A lengt

distribution with many size-classes indicates tha

lln 1

w"e as ole±ur fisn are being caught.

of length-frequency distributions indicates that

this type

is replacing those fish which move through

which grow so large that they are able to avoid t

The presence of larvae with minimal development o their
hypural bones indicates very recent spawning.

Ing may vary in intensity during the

the nmnhn nC 1
-~~u~C - 4 Wa lI 5 i

±drvae caught

spawning.

In the fall,

sand

ulosu

seatrou

s, and

t

indicates

small silver per

* Cvnoscion arenarius

southern kingfish, Mentic

appeared from the catches

absence of small fish and

spawning seasons (Finil,

(Figures 5,

that at the

the spawning adults move offshore and

24

reproductive

Srelative ame

:ch, Bairdiell

;potted seatro

irrhus amerc
it~ysameric

7, 10, and 1

beginning of

and 14) sugge

onshore in r

A series of

the pa

Sir

t

~~~yu+sJ J~



to seaonal temperature changes. The absence of

25

large fish

duiring fall suggests that those individual s which were

caught were slow growers or stunted ones. This is probably

not the case, however, because with the possible exception

of the southern kingfish,

none of the fish caught at

crease in length. Y

slowest growing pink

which suggests that

stunted ones.

Bairdiella chrysura

'okel

shrimp

Menticirrhus americanus

time showed

found that e(in press

showed some

(Figure

an in-

ven the

increase in size

the fish are new recruits rather than

In 1966 catches were low from January until April

(Figure 4) although only three samples were taken from

January 5 to February 20. During early

age of recently-hatched larvae was high

during late January and February (Figure

January the percent-

but it declined

5), indicating that

the concurrent decline in catch is due to low spawning activ-

During 1967

in February to a peak

catches rose slowly in January and

on February 27.

recently-hatched larvae reached its peak

sharply

The percentage of

on January 29

then declined

creasing catch

over the month

. This shows

of February despite the in-

that the spawning peak probably

came in late January or early

During both years cat

but increased later in Spring

February.

ches remained low during March,

SIn 1966 there were three

-~--------



Figure 4 .-- Catches of Bairdiella chrysura, temperatures,

and salinities for Little Shark River, 1966-1967 .

Catch/1000 m3

Temperature -- .

Salinity **......
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Figure 5.--Length-frequency for Bairt

Open boxes represent fish me
shaded ones represent those measured
fish caught are in one size category
are to SL. No fish longer than 4.0 r
to NL. Samples collected less than
combined as indicated in Table 4. C
plotted according to the first sampli
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separate peaks, in April, May, and June (Figure 4)

number of recently-hatched larvae was low during e

these three peaks, but the distribution of sizes i

moderate spawning. In 1967 catches during April a

were lower than during 1966, but recently-hatched

dominated the catches (Figure 5), which suggests s

cant spawning, but not as intensive as in 1966.

During summer of both years, catches were

(Figure 4), and although the percentages of recent

hatched larvae were high in some samples (Figure 5

must conclude that only limited spawning occurred.

declined further at the end of August, but minor an

continued throughout the fall. In December catches

again temporarily, showing that a new spawning seas

begun.

The year 1967 is probably the more represen

one because then the observations coincided with th

Tabb and Manning (1961), and Roessler (1967, unpubl

The former reported catching running ripe adults in

Channel, Everglades National Park, on February 28.

sampled juveniles 25 mm and longer; seventy-five pe
of the 2,076 silver perch he caught wre taken from

through May. Stewart (1961, unpublished) reported

"very young" silver perch on June 18, 1960, but he

size data.

If the time of heaviest spawning was dela

two months in 1966, air (Table 2) and water temperat

I I * ***** i* ":: " --i *^^*^ * *i*** iiiii ii i ii": ii i ii i i ii iii i i Fi i iii'"ily:a~E~pi:~~



TABLE 2

A LY DEVIATIONS OF TEMP

ANS DURING THE YEARS 19
EVERGLADES CITY, FLORIE

1965 196

(0oF) (oF

-0.5 -3.

1.4 -1.

1.5 -2.

Anni1 1.0 -1.

May -1.8 u.

June -1.5 -2.

July -1.5 -0.

August -0.4 -1.

September -0.2 -0.

October -1.4 1.

November 0.6 -3.

December -1.2 -4.

Year -0.3 -l.
F

4_

ERATURES FROM

,65-1967

rAa

'6 1967
) (OF)

1 0.7

2 -3.4

4 0.8

.9 -2.1

1 -1.8

1 -3.2

1 -0.8

4 -2.6

6 -2.1

5 -3.3

3 -3.2

5 -1.5

6 -2.0

8 U.S, Department of Commerce 1965-1967

31
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records (Figure 4) provide no indication why this ha

Tabb and Manning (1961) have reported that spot, Le

xanthurus, come to the Park only during cold winter

the capture of this species only during 1966 suggesl

that year had a severe winter which delayed the spa

Bairdiella

and sand

chrvsura

seatrout C.

Spotted

arenarius

seatrout, Cynoscion ne

also spawned later dt

1966 than during 1967.

Other possible explanations for the apparent lack of

spawning by Bairdiella chrysura during the winter of 1966

are (1) the winter peak occurred during December 1965; (2)

the winter peak came in between sampling dates during Janu-

ary and February; (3) the larval mortalities were

during 1966; and (4) the adults spawned in another

The data from the present study indicate t

spawning season for silver perch is longer and the

spawning is earlier in the year at Everglades Nati

than in other parts of its range. Springer and Wol

(1960) reported that silver perch spawn for only os

at Tampa Bay, Florida, because they caught 13.015.

fish during May only. They believe that the 16.0-i

juveniles they caught through August were either si

or had been recruited from other areas. These are

authors who have suggested a short spawning season.

Beaufort, North Carolina, Hildebrand and Cable (193

ported that the spawning season begins in April anc

.*.*xx
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i4dJuly. Kuntz (1914), Welsh an

and Schroeder (1928), and Pearson

slightlv shorter seasons in other.SI

d Breder

1941)

(1924) Hildebrand

have reported

mid-Atlantic states

Williams and Deubler (1968b) reported catching larval silver

perch

Kilby

as late as

(1955)

October. In northern Florida

and Joseph and Yerger (1956

Reid 1954)

reported data

which suggests spawning occurs from May to September.

reproductive season in Texas and Loui siana similar to

that in northern Florida Gunter 1938 and 1945 Simmon

1951a; Miller, 1965).

Cvnosclon nebulosus

Spotted seatrout were collected in every month of

the year, but most commonly from early April through October.

The spawning season began in

as shown by high percentages

late winter or early spring,

recently-spawned larvae in

April 1966 and March 1967 catches (Figures and 7).

small catches and the consi stently high percentage of very

young larvae indicate low intensity spawning during early

spring In late April 1967 catches rose sharply and remained

at or near this hioh ]Jv0l until

was no comparable incl

1966, the significant

shows that spotted se(

i196 6 the peak catch o

Du. ... ring summer

The presence of very

- - - - - S

rease

early May. Although

in catch during these months

percentage of recen

atrout were spawning

ccurred in early

here

in

tly-hatched larvae

at this time.

June.

catches were variable for both years.,

young fish in nearly all samples

t

Ei~i::Q:::i:":""i:":"":



Figure 6.--Catches of Cynoscion nebulosus, temperatures

and salinities for Little Shark River, 1966-1967.
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Figure 7 .--Length-frequency for Cynoscion nebula

Open boxes represent fish measured to SI
ones represent those measured to NiL. When all f
are in one size category, all measurements are 1
fish longer than 3.5 am were measured to NL. S
lected less than 12 days apart were canbined as
in Table 4. Combined samples are plotted accord
first sampling date.
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evidence that low to moderate spawning contin

the summer. After September, catches fell to

levels, but the fishes caught ranged in size

These fish were probably newly-hatched larvae

cate that spawning occurs year-round, althoug

reduced during late fall and winter.

The results of this study fit the tre

work in other areas and agree with other stud

glades National Park. In the mid-Atlantic st

spotted seatrout is primarily a spring and su

(Welsh and Breder, 1924; Williams and Deubler

at the Indian River in Florida, the spawning

extended from mid-April until October (Tabb,

Throughout the Gulf of Mexico north of Evergli

Park, the spawning period extends from late M

April until October (Pearson, 1929; Gunter, li

1950, unpublished, and 1951, unpublished; Mooc

Simmons, 1951a; Reid, 1954; Joseph and Yerger,

and Tabb, 1959; Springer and Woodburn, 1960; I

Gunter (1945) and Miles (1951, unpublished) ca

females during November in Texas. In Everglac

Park the most important part of the reproducti

coincides with that in the rest of the Gulf an

coast of Florida, but reproduction in the Park

year-round. Stewart (1961, unpublished) hass

spotted seatrout living in the Park are ripe t

": "r 
i i i r ̂  ii i"'
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sent study has shown that this species does

It the year there. Stewart (1961, unpublishe

L967, unpublished) have shown that intense

Sin March. Stewart believed that it continu

Id that the peak was in May. The data from

.A~ A +n na f rl r~a~cA r4 +1h4 e lhi,+ +lhoi, cbn

d)

ed

that the time of the peak is variable. The late summer

spawning peak predicted by Stewart (1961, unpublished) and

Higman (1967) did not materialize in either year, perhaps

because of high water temperatures.

Sciaenops ocellata

Red drum spawn from mid-September until mid-February

(Figures 8 and 9), but there is considerable variation in

the time when spawning begins and ends. During 1966 size-

able catches were made in late September, whereas in 1967

IS

... sizeable catches were not made until mid-October. During

1967 there was more spawning later in the year and it may

have continued into the next year as it did during the 1965

spawning season. The peak of spawning appears to be in

October.

Red drum spawn in late summer and early fall in the

id-Atlantic states (Mansuetti, 1960; Williams and Deubler,

968b). Yokel (1966, unpublished) has concluded that

spawning may start in July or earlier. In Florida red drum

pani.fall (Welsh and Breder, 1924; Kilby, 1955; Springer



I

Figure 8.--Catches of Sciaenops ocellata, tempt

and salinities for Little Shark River, 1966-196

Catch/1000 m3

Temperature e----

Salinity 0........
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Figure 9.--Length-frequency for Sciaenops ocellata.

All fish caught were measured to SL. Sampl
collected less than 12 days apart were combined as
indicated in Table 4. Combined samples are plotted
according to the first sampling date.
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and Woodburn, 1960; Yokel, 1966, unpublished; Roess

1967, unpublished), and the peak probably occurs it

(Yokel, 1966, unpublished). Yokel has also shown 1

is possibly a late-winter to spring spawn on the ea

of Florida. Pearson (1929) said that spawning occt

marily during October in

1950 , unpublished

Texas.

and 1951

Gunter

, unpublished

The data from the present

near Everglades

other Gulf

populations

National Park

populations,

1945)

agree

study show th

coincides with

rather than with that

and

at as

spawni

of At

except that near the Park it continues

in northern parts

-- , - - - . . summer

the Gulf. There

lat

no ev

spawning in the Park

Cynoscion arenarius

Figure

spawning

In 1967

season for the sand seatrout

it began in mid-February

it did not begin until April.

sciaenids was delayed in 1966

trout probably begins i

probably stopped in mid

Spawning begins

the northern Gulf

(1951a),

Copeland

Hildebran

1965)

of Mex:

d (1954

and Mille

between March or April ar

Since

i

but

spawning

, the spawning of

S -- -- J .. - pc

or late October during both

earlier in the Park than it

ico. Gunter (1938 and 1945)

), Reid (1954), Kilby (1.9.5

r (1965) found that spawnin

id September. At TampaBay,.

ot

the

is

ing

f
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Figure 10.- -Seasonal abundance

arenarius.

Open boxes indicate fi
boxes indicate those measured

and size-range of

sh measured
to NL.

Cynoscion

to SL and shaded

_ _
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er and Woodburn (196C

ry, but these authors

ime.

caught

~did

a ripening female

not collect any larvae

Figure 10 indic

11 peaks in spawn

The first peak

This was the period whe

were caught, when the s

the catches were most c

agree with a spring spa

1965). During July and

or even stop. Simmons

have alluded to a simil

spotted seatrout. When

in the fall, catches in

been caused by an incre

larvae and small juveni

fact from the small sam

found that there was a

and juvenile sand seatr

fall.

Leiostomus xanthurus

Spot were colle

II once in February of

l d

larval spot is not know

ates

ing,

was

n mc

that

with

there may have been spring

a lull during the

observed during May

)st

mallest

on

summer

and June.

the recently-hatched

fish were

stent.

wning pe

August

(1951b)

ar decline

the

Reports

(Simmons

spawning ap

and Stewart

larvae

aught, and when

in the literature

1951a; Copeland,

peared to diminish

1961 , unpublished)

in spawning for the

temperature began to decline

creased.

ase

les

ple

second peak may have

spawning,

from the estuar

size. In Texas

second peak in

out

an exodus

y, or by an

, Copeland

the number of a

leaving the estuary during

cted only twice

Figure 11

In

of

arti-

(1965

dult

late

once in January and

The growth rate of

but these fish were probably

))

P



Figure II.--Seasonal abundance and size-ra

xanthurus.

Open boxes indicate fish measured
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spawned in December and January, respectively.

species occurs in Everglades National Park only a

weather forces them to go there (Tabb and Manning

1962), these catches do not indicate the whole sp

season. Most investigators have shown that spot

December until late March in Florida (Reid, 1954;

1955; Joseph and Yerger, 1956; Townsend, 1956; Sp

Woodburn, 1960; Sykes and Finucane, 1965; Zilberb

Kelly and Dragovich, 1968).

The large size of these fish poses the qu

whether these juveniles were spawned nearby or we

south by cold weather. Tabb and Manning (1961) f

evidence of spawning in Florida Bay, even though

were present during their spawning season. This

that the young may hav

weather. Tab

population, b

and Schroeder

1956; D

for the

aws on,

large

that the youn

b and Manr

ecause

, 1928;

1958).

size of

g are at

Pc

A

t

S

tunity to encounter adv

to have been driven

when temperatures w

sou

ere

e been driven to the Park b

ning may have missed the spa

arson (1929); Roelofs, 1951

deep-water spawning site a

he fish caught, but it also

ea longer, which allows mor

erse weather. The fish wou

th twice, however, once at

starting to rise, so spot p
spawned near the Park.

sp awn in d een w~ ~ P r
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.rrhus americanus

During this sampling program young southern kingfish

,llected during all seasons ex

pawning starts in mid to late

)t reach its peak until spring

larvae were most common. uuring tne

were low, but during this same seaso

catches for the year were recorded .

was delayed until September. The Se

included the largest individuals of

caught, but smaller fish dominated t

recent spawning. Fish from 3.5 to 1

the duration of fall. For reasons d

fish are believed to be recently spa

slow-growing or stunted ones. The l

be leaving the estuary because Tabb

1962), Roessler (1967, unpublished)

published) did not find any juvenile

The data from this study, su

spawning, although this has not beerrn

ature. Most authors suggest that so

from April or May until September or

(Hildebrand and Schroeder, 1928; Hi

I Pearson, 1941; Bearden, 1963; Willi

andtheGulf coast (Gunter, 1938; R

Yerger 1956; Springer and Woodburn

cept ear

winter,

ly winter (Figure

but probably

when recently-hatched

summer of catches

n in 1967 the highest

In 1966

ptember

this

the peak catch

catches

species which were

.he catches

2.0 mm were

indicating

caught

liscussed earlier these

iwned individuals,

.arger individuals may

and Manning

and Clark (

(1961

1970,

southern kingfish.

iggest almost year-long

reported in

,uthern kingfi

n both

idebrand

the liter-

sh spawn

he Atlantic

and Cable,

ams and Deubler,

eid, 1954;

1960)

Joseph

but ther

coast

1934;

1968b)

and

e are
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a few who di

and Breder

sorino

Texas

r - ---

coast.

sagree.

1924) s

At Fernandina Beach.

uggest a double

and one in fall,

Welsh

Gunter

and Breder (1924

spawning

1945)

) andIM

lorida

seaso

oncurs

iller

Welsh

for the

(1965) sug-

gest a single spawning season from late fall to early winter

for Gulf pop

Menticirrhus

ulations

saxatilis

Although the data for the northern kingfi

meager sugges t fall and winter spawning Figure

Springer and Woodburn 1960) caught their smallest spec imens

of this spec in October and November but because slightly

arge r young were more abundant in May and June , they con-

cluded that northern kingfish spawn in spring at Tampa

Florida.

In the north ern Atlanti states , spawning of

northern kingfish occurs from May or June until August

continue

and Schroeder

Atlantic

until

1953

states

May (Hildebrand

September

; Sch aeff

spawning

and Cabl e, 19

Welsh

, 1965)

season is p

34, Bearden

Breder, 1924

In the mid

robably

, 1963)

April

; Bigelow

south

throu

Igh

igh

Poqgonias cromis

Black drum

complete

were

spawning

spawn in late

season was

caught from November

fall

sampled

, 19 6 6 u

and winter

Figure

ntil March

so only

Larvae

on

, 1967

e

n, one
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Figure 13.--Seasonal abundance and size-range of Menticir-

tus saxathis.

Open boxes indicate fish meas ured to SL.
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Figure 14.-Seasonal abundance and size-

crolnis.

Open boxes indicate fish measur4

ones indicate those measured to NL.

I 

I

-range of Pogonias

to SL and shaded
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1 ~
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Figue 1.--easnal bunanc an sled
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this season. The catches

t as extensive as for the

ata suggest the same spawn

bones were not caught unt

in the two half-seasons

1966-1967

ing time.

il February

season,

Fish without

1967,

fore spawning stopped. This may be the result of

the small samples, it may indicate an increase in spawning,

or it may indicate movement of spawning schools closer to

the sampling site.

Published spawning data from Everglades National

Park is limited, but it too indicates fall and winter

spawning. Tabb and Manning (1961) found a running ripe

male black drum on November 11, Roessler (1967, unpublished)

caught a 49 mm specimen in March, and Yokel (personal com-

munication) caught a ripe male in January.

Data collected from the northern part of Florida

suggest winter to early spring spawning (Reid, 1954; Kilby,

1955; Joseph and Yerger, 1956; Springer and Woodburn, 1960;

$ Sykes and Finucane, 1965, quoting data from Springer and

Woodburn, 1960). In Texas, Pearson (1929) and Simmons

(1951b) suggested two spawning seasons, one from February

to May, based on gonadal development and occurrence 
of

larvae, and the other from late July until November, based

on gonadal development alone. Breuer (1957) and Simmons

(1957) have confirmed Pearson's first season, but 
not his

second one. No evidence of summer to fall spawning was

found during the present study.

Inl:

** II*



Species Not Caught

The following sciaenids have been rep

southwestern Florida (Briggs, 1958), but were

during this sampling program: Bairdiella bat

lanceolatus, Menticirrhus littoralis, Micropo

and Stellifer lanceolatus. Their life histor

excluded them from the brackish water parts o

National Park. Bairdiella batabana occurs in

National Park, but it is rare where the salin

27 parts per thousand (Robins and Tabb, 1965)

(1970, unpublished) has found one young specia

B. batabana in Oyster Bay, Everglades National

Euetus lanceolatus is mainly a coral reef spe

and Breder, 1924; Randall, 1968). When it do e

the Park, its eastward movement is limited by

ties and low salinities (Tabb and Manning, 196

rhus littoralis is primarily a surf dweller.

Manning (1962) have reported this species from

high salinity community east of East Cape Sabl

National Park. Micropoqon undulatus does not

or spawn in the Park, it occurs there only whe

by cold weather (Tabb and Manning, 1961). Ste

olatus prefers open waters (Smith, 1907; Hilde

Cable, 1934; Gunter, 1938 and 1945; Joseph and

Anderson, 1968). Hildebrand and Cable (19)

have reported juvenile star drum in estuaries,

~iii -i * i"iii i* ii ii*i il~i* **i : . : ~-e I * i^* *^l*i*iiiii i i i:i i i : i i iii:i:ii:: ":~:BF ~
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:cur either at the estuarine end ot the

Spass itself. Fish spawned further up

>bably not swept out to sea. Pritchard

tat in bar-built estuaries currents drop

estuarine sides of the pass, limiting

imals living there. Furthermore, during

the net flow of water is into the Park's

), which would minimize seaward dispersal

ae. Larval silver perch become demersal

5 mm (Pearson, 1941), and larval red drum

ut seek shelter in grass beds after they

iles, 1950, unpublished), which wll

t currents have on them. Pearcy (1962a)

the water volume in the Mystic River estu-

award each day whereas only 3% of the

ere dispersed seaward per tidal cycle,

vae t were planktonic Older larvae

61
44

has reported a single specimen

itham River, Everglades National

ing Site

nat larval sciaenids caught during

in the brackish water part of

The almost complete absence of

arvae in the samples indicates that

.. 1 r II

--



TABLE 3

WATER FLOW VOLUMES AT SHARK RIVER STAT
7.0 MILES UPSTREAM FROM MOUTH OF RIVE

OCTOBER 1964 TO SEPTEMBER 1965a

Month Down Stream Up

(106 cu. ft.) (io0

October 115

November 116

December 109

January 102

February 97

March 94

April 94

May 93

June 104

July 118

August 124

September 135

au.S. Dept. Interior, 1965

m Im

--- ̂  ~""" ii* i i i
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on the bottom where the net water flow

e estuary.

ng site is probably close to the Park,

951, unpublished) reports that Baughman

appeared to be schools of adult red drum,

1 mile offshore from the Texas coast.

red drum caught during this survey are

to those caught by Pearson (1929) and

lished), spawning in south Florida prob-

imilar location. Furthermore, there is

ong, steady currents which could carry

passes from distant offshore spawning

nkel, and Niskin, 1959; Rinkel and Dunlop,

hrer, Jones, and Roessler, 1967). Koczy

Rinkel and Dunlop (unpublished MS) have

dge of water moves out of Florida Bay,

of Florida. This could carry the larvae

hark River from spawning grounds reported

ape Sable by Tabb and Manning (1961).

otted seatrout in Florida Bay is not ex-

ble, however, so additional spawning must

of Cape Sable. The currents and possible

orth and west of the Little Shark River

ied.

ht species caught the only ones which

thn bays are Cynoscion nebulosus (Tabb,



1966) and Pogonias cromis (Breuer 1957) Cysic

(IDawacnarenarius (Copeland, 1965) Leiostomus xanthurus

1958) Menticirrhus americanus (Hildebrand and Cable,

saxatilis (Hildebrand and Cable, 1934) and Sciae aeno

ocell Yokel , 1966) all appear to spawn outside the

estuary.

side of

Bairdiella

the estuari

chrysura spawns

(Hildebrand

both inside and out

and Cable , 1934; Smmo

1951a ; Springer and Woodburn, 1960)

Stewart (1961, unpublished and Tabb and Manning

indicated that some spawning of Cynoscion nebulos

probably took pla ce in the tidal inlets of Florida Bay,

but the eviden

or dependable

suggested that the

spawning ground.

area was

most

not a prima:

important area :

in the bays

daily tides

present

species

and lagoons

so long

study indicates

does

seatrout was

take place

far above

as salinity is

that

the maximum reach Iof tl

(Tabb,

considerable

outside

second most

estuary.

abundant

1966). ii

spawning by th:

The spotte

in the samsspecies

, trailing only silver perch.

Pearson

spawn at

found sp

1929)

the mouths

ent fish.

believed that

passes

He reported,

believed black drum spawn in ba

with the latter theory.

and sciaenid eggs

from Laguna Madre,

in Texas

>ecause that

however, t

ys. Breuer

wa s

caught ripe fish

black drum

where he.

t fisher

1957) >ag

, spent f

which he believed to be black drum

Texas.

mn

reed

ish

eggs

t i!iay ii

He also reported that OsoC

19:

~ion: *:
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The slight increase in mean size of larval silver

perch and red drum as the spawning seasons progress shaud-

not be interpreted as the growth-rate of the larvae, be-

cause young sciaenids grow more rapidly (Kuntz, 1914;

1-1ravnA nand f lz1 1934A Miles 190 unublished and
£II £ URI -1-4- VARA 4 A*U A *iA+A S4 , A ; , , - - -- r -.

. unUDlisnea
I~~~~~n *n * I IL t -',,i d*~f l--- - - IL.

Mansuert, ±'ou; neesu±er, -o I, uipuu n

lished Furthermore, even though Roessler (1967, unpub-

lished) caught juvenile silver perch, spotted seatrout,

and red drum which were 20 mm SL and larger in Buttonwood

Canal, it is doubtful that large numbers of these species

live in the passes because ecological studies on young

silver perch (Breuer, 1957; Springer and Woodburn, 1960),

spotted seatrout (Miles, 1950, unpublished; Tabb, 1966) ,

and red drum (Miles, 1950, unpublished; Schultz, 1961;

Simmons and Breuer, 1962) have shown that most of the young

seek shallow, quiet water rather than stay in the passes.

Vertical Distribution

For each of the three most abundant species, corn ..

sons were made between the mean i.C es C .
vr 1 1 1111ii1 

1iI i i

near the surface and those caught near the bottom, and be ,

tween the numbers of fish caught at both depths. Wilcoxn's

t-test showed no significant difference at the95%evel

significance between the mean size of Bairdiella sohrysuna @

-' j*%r*% <1 n",iEm~Ei
- Iv IHL I I~r~r a,-.cr -nu~L
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Relationship of Catch td
Salinity and Temperature

There is no apparent relationship b

the salinity or temperature at the time of

Bairdiella chrysura, Cynoscion nebulosus, o:

lata (Figures 4, 6, and 8). Williams and D

came to the same conclusion for three specil

on the basis of data collected over 10 yeari

(1967, unpublished) found that season and ri

enced catches of juvenile fishes most and t1

often interacted with season and rainfall tc

but that salinity had no significant effect

in an interaction. Simmons (1951b) found t

changes in salinity had no effect on the cal

spotted seatrout, and that changes in tempe2

effect unless the new temperature crossed t

preferred range. Both Simmons (1957) and Ta

that the rate of salinity change is far more

the amount of the change. Reid and Hoese (i

drastic changes in salinity distribution wit

did not change the size-depth distribution c

living in it. The apparent lack of correla t

catch and the salinity or temperature at the

suggests that neither spawning nor the abuhd

depends upon vagaries of salinity and tmper

as these variables remain within the range n

tered.
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is given below of the salinity and

ions in the Little Shark River when the

species were spawning, and of salinity

nges in the pa s s when their larvae were

chrysura.--Because spawning of the silver

in 1966, the salinity was markedly dif-

hen the larvae were most abundant (Figure

e were abundant when the salinity was at

g the early stages of the decline, whereas

ung were most abundant while the salinity

oth years, catches were lowest when the

in late stages of its decline and was at

salinity range over which young silver

is 23.5 to 37.4 ppt.

nebulosus.--Catches of this species were

ity was nearing its peak or just after it,

the summer and fall when salinity declined

es were lowest during the salinity minimum

es of the spring increase. The salinity

oung spotted seatrout were caught was 23.5-

reported that spotted seatrout spawn in

Laing the dry season when the salinity of



iF F~ i i : .... . .

estuaries and lagoons is between 30 and 35 pa

sand. Although spawning occurred during the s

when th e salinity was below 30 parts per thous

for the year generally support this statement

The number of larvae without hypural bones was

lower for the summer of 1966 than for the sumn

when the salinity was between 30 and 35 parts

In 1967 the peak of spawning occurred when the

the passes was well over 35 parts per thousand

Since the pass is probably not a spawning site

not be indicative of the conditions encountere

spawning population.

Tabb also reports that survival was lo

was significantly below 36 ppt. This may be t

reaches of the lagoons and estuaries, but it i

for the tidal passes because most fish were ca

salinity was less than 36 ppt.

Sciaenops ocellata.--Young red drum en

during the yearly salinity minimum (Figure 8).

ity range over which red drum were caught was

Temperature

Bairdiella chrysura.--In 1966 the spawr

occurred after the water temperature had risen

the witer minimum Figure 4). In 1967iit ocet

the water temperature was near the winter mmnii

.
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7 coincided with the lowest temper.

d, but these fish had been spawned

igure 5). The possible delay in

low temperatures has been discussed

temperatures approached the summer

to a minimal level. Although the

ere was still some active spawning

ypural bones were caught in July 1966,

. Spawning did not increase when the

. The temperature range over which

caught was 16.4 to 31.80 C.

sus.--This species probably spawns

and length-frequency data (Figures

pawning was low until the water

bstantially in spring. The temper-

e scale spawning appears to be 24o C

51b) has shown that after the water

ed from 19.70 C to 28.30 C there was

tch of spotted seatrout. Further-

ipe adults moved into bays when the

ove 23.30 C, but they stopped if

rature. Tabb (1958) has observed

pring when the temperatures averaged

unpublished) doubted that there

ih th s er w sPawning. He is

Ue 6 shows thiat the delay in the



spawning peak during 1966 correlated with a mi

temperature of 24o C. During 1967 the peak it

occurred more than a month after the temperatt

240 C. These data show that warm water is nec

allow the spring spawning peak, but it is not

factor in determining when the peak occurs, nc

necessary for all spawning.

Stewart (1961, unpublished) reported t

peak in percentage of ripe adults correlated v

temperature range of 280 C to 300 C, and Simmc

has shown that seatrout become less active whe

temperature exceeds 300 C. The results from t

study do not support Stewart's lower temperatu

cause spawning was nearly complete in the spri

water temperature reached 280 C. Tabb (1958)

similar observations f or other parts of Florid

atures above 30 C did coincide with reduced s

ing. Furthermore, the water temperature did n

300 C until late September or early October an

spawning peak proposed by Stewart never materi

suggests that high temperatures prevented the

The temperature range over which young

trout were caught was 16.4,31.80 C.

Sciaenops ocellata.--Red drum entered

tional. Park when the temperature was falling a

enter by the time the water temperatre reache

m
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8). The maximum and minimum temperatures

drum encountered during their migration

hark River were 18.3-31.80 C.

Lesults from the 24-Hour

Sampling Trips

Tuly 1967 the sampling station was occupied

riod during each moon phase. The sampling

same as those for the nighttime, flood-tide

hat one sample was taken each hour, regard-

light.

mples were collected when postlarval shrimp

it not when young sciaenids are abundant.

numbers of fish caught were usually too small

analysis. Moreover, the catches and be-

Esh may not be indicative of those at the

p. Nevertheless, these data give some in-

ehavior of larval fishes and suggest ways

iture sampling programs.

la chrysura, Menticirrhus americanus, and

sus were caught during this series of samples,

lJosus occurred in sufficient numbers to per-

he catches of all three species are presented

ern .of catch of spotted seatrout larvae

ity-four hour periods is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15.--Diel catch of Cynoscion nebulosus on the four

major moon phases.

Current velocity (positive velocity = flood tide)
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Catch declined in the morning with th

twilight and remained low until about

irregularly. The catch reached its p

declined thereafter, and remained low

rose slowly at night until the tidal

then fell sharply. After the new cur

catches rose again. The catch was lov

light and current were undergoing thei

and was highest when condltions had be

a while.

Effect of Moon Phase on Catch

The data from the twenty-four

differences in catch/100o m3 of spotte

phases (Figure 15), but are insufficie

ysis, so evening flood-tide samples ta

1966 and May, July, and August 1967 we

taken in April and May 1966 and June a

excluded from the calculation because

one moon phase, and the nissig data c

mathematically, using the method of Ya

by Steel and Torrie, 1960). Friedman '

block design (Steel and Torrie, 1960) .

were no significant differences in cat

for evening flod tides t the 9 vw

X2 1.35). This suggests that there

I

~ i 'i ii i***ii*** * *** *i***i *i ii ii-i- ""r: i: i i :^*^ ***i**i i i i i iii i i: ?i X'I:":liI""?":?XE?:l :I:::XB~XB~I::IY~
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catches on different moon phases for any

and Deubler (1968a) found that catches of

3lichthys dentatus, were significantly

moon than on the full moon, but that two

pecies, P. lethostigma and P. albigutta

a difference. These authors have stressed

long term sampling when studying marine

liected data for 10 years during their

ore data are necessary for the spotted

difference is detectable, but the present

indicate a trend in the catches (Tables

n Catch

atches of ichthyoplankton are usually

than nighttime ones, and this has been

avoidance (Bridger, 1956; Deubler, 1958;

saacs (1964) noted similarity between day-

the natural mortality rate of sardine larvae,

it fish caught during the day are dead,

:onsequently they could not avoid the net.

iowever, found no evidence that nighttime

L winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes amer-

istently higher than daytime ones or 
that

Scontained larger larvae than daytime ones.
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exceeded daytime ones (Figure but b

Shark River is murky enough to severely

difference in catch could reflect act

rather than ability to avoid the net.
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evening

the day

fell

(Figure

catches

whereas if

twilight

the fish

should have risen sharp]

The length-frequency data were te

cant difference between size of fish cauc

and darkness.

skewness

Twilight samples were omit

(Snedecor and Cochran

time catches were

were not.

, 1967)

significantly skewe

This may be attributed to

fish in nighttime samples and their

therefore, darkness is runnin HeC

to be

were

sho

d, b

the

absen
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a problem.

Despite significant net avoidance

caught during daylight and the catchi

which was consistent for the new and full

Figure The time of peak daytime cal

the afternoon flood tides.
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of the larvae also. For daylight samples in

caught, the bottom catches exceeded sdrace

samples (Tables 12 and 14; Figure 16).s

Light appeared to affect theverti

m
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Figure 16.--Effect of moonlight and daylight on the vertical

distribution of the catch.
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Cable (1930 and 193

in deeper water du

been tested statis

al winter flounder

and by size, more

Pearson (1929) rep

pting to enter pass

the surface. The

on an ebb tide, hu

ower currents and t

his behavior may be

ht also appeared to

thn t oonC

W n1il tAutny eL quaJ- Ler. mlJ '.

exceeded those on the surface wher.... *...... x e ~ h s o1 whent-

e catches exceeaea tnose

et (Tables 12 and 14).

ceeded surface ones in c

urface and bottom catche

11 moon bottom catches

of 8 samples and the me

41) found that young fish

ring daytime,

tically.

but none of

Pearcy (1962a)

were vertically distrib-

fish and larger ones being

orts
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that small juvenile

in Texas were swimming

young were trying to

igging the sides of

he counter-wash from

anomalous.

reduce surface catches.

,hases the bottom catches

the moon was shining,

on the bottom after the

For the new moon bottom

)nly 4 of 8 samples

is were about

3xceeded those

equal,

at the

nd

whereas

sur-

an bottom catch is much

hmat for the surface

t whether the smaller

due to net avoidance or

!SPit the apparent corr'

:tom Catches, Wilcoxon' s

Figure 16 The data do

surface catch during moonlit

to fewer fishes at the
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is no significant difference between surf

catch on the full moon, either for all fu

samples during 1966 and 1967 or for all n

taken on July 22-23, 1967. In both cases

numbers of samples were small.

Effect of Current on Catch

On all moon phases, daylight and

peaks were higher on flood tides than on

ebb tides (Figure 15). Total catches for

also larger than those for ebb tides. Th

to have been consistently more active on

ebb tides, which means that the net trans

into the estuary even if more than one ti

required to move through the pass. This

also enable the larvae entering the estua:

and fall to counter the net outflow of wa

(1929) has also reported that larvae and

are active during ebb tides.

Regardless of the direction the ti

the catches reached their peak at or just

velocity of the current, and were at theit

slack water (Figure 15). There is no appe

catch peaks were delayed while the current

velocity, especially since the young are a

and flood tides.
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ihy catches dropped during slack tide is

Iishai (1960) has shown that larval

selves into currents, but when the cur-

Em at random or rest near the surface.

Leate that fish larvae behave in such a

emselves unavailable to the sampling

io current.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Despite a recent increase in studies of the fishes

of Everglades National Park the .larval stages have been

neglected. Furthermore, the ecology of larval fishes is

poorly known; what ecological data is available on larval

sciaenids has been collected primarily as supplementary

data during taxonomic studies. The present study has

filled in some gaps in the information for species of the

family Sciaenidae, a commercially important group whose

larvae generally depend upon estuaries as nursery ground~s .

The objectives were (1) to identify the larval sciaenids

which enter Everglades National Park; (2) to record their

seasonal abundance; (3) to investigate the relation between

catch and physical variables of the three most abundant

species; and (4) to investigate the diel variation in

catch of spotted seatrout (Cynoscion nebulosus).

The fish used in this study were collected from

January 1966 until December 1967 during a postlarval shrim

sampling program. The sampling site was in the Little

Shark River, a tidal channel which connects one of th...

estuarine bays of Everglades National Park to the Gulf of

exico. Samples were taken with 471 mesh nylon lankton
p*

,nes with 
.one 

meter mouthdiameters. Two nets were. i

one near the bottom and one near t o

- . Carae ~il

84
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de on all major moon phases and

made only on new and full moon

ken on flood tides, at 45-60 min-

rkness, and before the maximum

uring July 1967 when the station

4 hours. Temperature and salinity

id-time of each 10 minute tow.

nt velocity were measured before

les were preserved in 10% buffered

in 3% buffered formalin, and then

opanol.

lentification of the larvae, a list

occurring in Everglades National

was compiled, descriptions and draw-

Swere collected from the literature,

sciaenids which occur in Florida's

stained, preserved specimens of

tained, and a reference collection

amples by comparing small specimens

ones,

ighttime, flood-tide samples were

cies in three ways: (1) a size-

a summation of catch for each trip;

ost common species an adjusted mean

the.sitze-frequency summary, weekly

ive approximatel y two eek intervals



Catches during the diel study wet

to draw definite conclusions, but they su

relations between spotted seatrout and th

and suggest ways to organize future sampl

Data from the diel study suggested that c

seatrout varied with moon phas4 but an an

nighttime, flood-tide data showed no sign

ences in catch among moon phases. Nightt

Cynoscion nebulosus exceeded daytime ones

more large larvae. During daytime or moo

tom catches usually exceeded surface ones

ence was not statistically significant.

nighttime flood-tide catches exceeded the

tide ones. Catch peaks occurred at or ju

tidal velocity and dropped sharply during

Im
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TABLE 4

SAMPLES COMBINED FOR THE..

LENGTH-FREQUENCY HISTOGRAMS

1966

April 18-19 and April 27
May 20-21 and May 29
June 5 and June 14
June 21 and June 28
July 5 and July 12
July 21 and July 26
August 4 and August 10
August 19 and August 26
September 2 and September 10
September 14-15 and September 23
September 28-29 and October 7
October 17 and October 22

1967

April 27 and May 2
May 11 and May 20
May 26 and June 3
June 26 and July 2
July 9 and July 16
July 23 and July 30
August 9 and August 15
August 21-22 and August 30
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Schrysura.

5.0 mm. In Figuresa 17-24 stippled

nt deep-lying pigmentation or that

1 fin, and solid black chromatophores

entation.
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(C) 6.5 mm. (D) 10.5 mm.
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Figure 21. --Menticirrhus americanus.

(A) 2.5 mm. (B) 6.0 mm. (C) 6.0 mm. SpecimensB and C illustrate part of the difficulty in identif
species in this genus because they have differenttalshapes, although theyare.the.ame size. B.ths..mes
were identified as americanus , however, because
Hildebrand and Cable (1934) have shown that 5.
specimens of M. americanus have blunt tails, bupointed ones by the time they reach sio mm. Spe
B and C fllath

n e t ranstlon phase and a diffein developmental stage may account for the diff entail shape. The pigment paktern of specimen fll
well within the range of variation found in ..i amelicanlsThere were very few specimens with well preservedaafins so the development of this fin could not be .followed
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Figure 22, --Menticirrhus saxatl..

A)5.0 m. (B) 8.0 sin
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Figure:: 23.--Pogonias cromis

(A) 35 ram (B) .5 mm
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Figure 24 Sie oocellata.

( 3.5 mm. ( A composite drawing based ontw
6.5 mm specimens.
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